FIBA 2018 – San Marino
U16 Men
This program started in September 2016 with the trials of the U15 men with a view that it would be a two year program that would prepare the squad for
the FIBA 2018 tournament. Australian coach Matt Dunstan was appointed at Head Coach and Stefan Rosier of Cardiff met Archers was appointed as
assistant.
The program run for approximately 6 months but was disrupted by personal circumstances of the Head Coach who was unable to attend a number a
sessions. Assistant Coach Stefan Rosier stepped in and took control of these sessions and did a very good job under the circumstances.
Unfortunately Head Coach Matt Dunstan had to return to Australia leaving the position of Head Coach vacant. In the meantime the squad had planned a
series of games v Ireland in Galway over the Easter period in April 2017.
Coach Rosier was given the interim position of Head Coach for the trip and was assisted and mentored by BW performance Director Cameron Seeley.
The three game series was a challenge on court and all three games were won by the Ireland squad. There were positive outcomes from the trip in that
there were good individual performances on court but it was evident that the squad needed further work and preparation in the run up to the FIBA event. It
was also clear that the trip served a purpose from the point of view that the team bonded and demonstrated determination and spirit and they were great
ambassadors for BW.
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Shortly after the Galway trip the vacancy of Head Coach Position was filled by former England U16 Head Coach Simon Fisher, who also fetched another
assistant coach in the form of very experienced Nick O’Leary. It was subsequently agreed that the coaching team would comprise of a Head Coach (Simon
Fisher) and two assistants (Nick O’Leary & Stefan Rosier), recognising the hard work and resilience of Stefan in the previous 12 months.
Coach Fisher and his team continued to work with the squad of players for the remainder of the season and subsequently began to build relationships with
the clubs and coaches around Wales. Visiting the Terry Price Cup Final in Aberystwyth which allowed him and the team to scout potential players from
North and South Wales.
The trial in the September of 2017 allowed the coaching staff to select a squad of 24 players which was further reduced to 18 following the September –
December squad sessions.
Following a camp during the Christmas school holiday period which proved very productive the squad played two games v the U17 and U18 men’s squads.
The hard work of the previous 4 months and the work undertaken at the camp proved to be fruitful as the games showed the progression of the squad and
demonstrated that the coaches were being effective in the development of the team game. The squad was further reduced to 16 players following these
games.
Over the Easter period of 2018 the squad embarked on a training / game camp based in Derby and Manchester. Another productive and successful training
camp which saw the team play competitive games v Derby, Stockport, Cheshire and Manchester.

The squad were able to have sessions at the Belle Vue National Basketball Centre in Manchester which was a great experience, and also use the Ameichi
Basketball Centre as a base for practice and further games. A mention to Manchester Magic’s CEO Phil Gordos for helping us arrange this camp and the
games which proved to be invaluable.
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Two wins from four games gave the squad exposure to the type of competitive basketball that they would encounter at the FIBA tournament and further
bonded the team to be the strong unit they needed to be to become competitive.
Following this trip the squad was reduced to the final 12 players that would represent Wales at the FIBA tournament in San Marino. The final squad was as
follows:
James
Luke Gordos
Ben Evans
Kian Davies
Henry Lythe De Pee
Nathan Symons
Seb Bunyan
Solomon Minty Walker
Jack Batacan
Adam Duncan
Mason Grady
Panos Karras

Vale Vipers
Manchester Magic
Cynfig Cougars
Vale Vipers
Manchester Magic
Bristol Flyers
Pontypridd Panthers / Bristol Flyers
Cynfig Cougars
Pontypridd Panthers / Vale Vipers
Vale Vipers
Vale Vipers
Cardiff Met Archers
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The four reserves were named as follows:
Dylan Drew
Benjamin Evans
Charlie Molloy
Taliesin Remec

Mold Magic
Cardiff Met Archers
Mold Magic
Swansea Storm

Another preparation camp took place at the end of May during the half term holiday and was beginning to become very focussed on the FIBA tournament.
The camp was great preparation for a friendly game V England U15’s at the Myerscough Basketball Academy in Preston where a great team performance
wasn’t quite enough to overcome the old enemy and lost by 4 points in a 6 period game.
Taking into account school and GCSE commitments we were also able to assemble the players for four days in the week prior to the tournament to focus
further on individual and team aspects.
The four day camp culminated in visit to the Senydd at Cardiff bay to meet the Sports Minister Lord Dafydd Elis Thomas. The visit was undertaken by both
the men’s and women’s u16 squads.
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We also combined with the girls for a Vest Presentation evening at the vale Cricket Club near Bridgend where each player was presented with
their playing vest by the Rt Hon Alan Cairns – MP of the Vale and Secretary of State for Wales, alongside Basketball Wales Vice President and
Vice Chair Mr Phil John.
The evening was hosted by Head Coach Simon Fisher and was well supported by the player’s families and was a great way of sending both
squads to their respective tournaments proud to be Welsh and in good spirits.
Thanks to the Vale Cricket Club for accommodating us and for Huw and Fiona James for arranging the night.
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FIBA Tournament - Head Coach Simon Fisher...
Initial Expectations - The programme that had been put in place was designed to ensure the team, including staff, were as prepared as we
could be going into the European tournament. We had ensured we had covered all elements, developing off court education (nutrition, time
management etc.), as well as the on-court aspects (offences / defences / Out of bounds). The major focus however was developed through
working under a 'games for understanding approach' (led by Nick O'Leary) to ensure the players started and continued to understand the
decisions that would be needed, as key element in my opinion at a European Level. I think being realistic I was targeting an improvement
position from the previous year, maybe a top 5 finish. The element at u16 is the unknown, the standard of the opposition, we resolved to
concentrate on what we could influence, ourselves.
Staff:
Jon Bunyan - Team Manager. Organised, resourceful, passionate and in many ways the key aspect to the staff team. He was outstanding in the
lead up, ensuring training and camps were efficient, but at the tournament he surpassed himself - a real credit to Welsh Basketball.
Recommendation: If Jon wanted to have another opportunity, he in my opinion should be offered a role. Grade A+
Nick O'Leary - Assistant Coach. Nick was the technical heartbeat of the programme, the work he undertook with the team to develop their
technical skills, introducing a 'Games for Understanding approach' was just excellent. His input during games was inspired and always
remained calm during the tense moments. He was a delight to work alongside. Recommendation - Nick has the capability to become an
International Head Coach, should he want to - if he did I would more than happy to assist him. Grade A+
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Stefan Rosier - Assistant Coach. Stefan stepped into the role as Assistant in a positive manner, he developed his knowledge and understanding
of the game to a level where he showed signs of potential. He grew in confidence and became a key member of the coaching team.
Recommendation - Stefan has the ability to become a lead assistant, with the potential to become a Head Coach for a welsh team in the near
future. Grade A
Tournament Outcomes:
The brief for every game was:
•
•
•

BELIEVE - in each other, in yourselves
TRUST - the system, the programme, each other
PASSION - leave everything on the floor, in every way, in every moment on the bench or on the floor

I can honestly say that this group of players achieved the key messages, they delivered in every aspect, thus ensuring a positive result, but more importantly
a positive improvement in themselves, in the group and in Welsh Basketball.

The programme success in my opinion were:
1. Improved performance levels of the players in the programme (including those reserves who continued to want to be involved after non-selection)
in terms of their technical and tactical understanding of the game.
2. Development of an education programme to sit alongside the coaching programme to ensure holistic learning
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3. Creation and nurturing of links with clubs & coaches in North & South Wales, creating a feedback loop and knowledge transfer
4. Identification & selection of players early, enabling team dynamics to be created, also the balance of the team, meeting the requirements of the
European game
5. Fostering a 'family' environment, encompassing players, coaches, parents and club coaches to ensure a positive 'vibe', which I believe led to the
incredible support in San Marino
6. Schedule - Training camps and games, including the trip to Derby/Manchester, England u15s.
7. Vest Presentation evening - to ensure that the players were recognised, but they had the feeling of the vest prior to the opening game (I do believe
this helped us be ready)
Understanding from the Coaches of 'what was required' - we knew what we needed to deliver, I think we were probably the best prepared team, alongside
Andorra
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